MALIBU POOLS AND
LANDSCAPES

Environmentally
sensitive
A clever design with a conscience
A spacious and well-thought-out design by Malibu Pools and Landscapes
managing architect Sean Lynch has transformed a plain backyard into a
stunning family oasis.
A stylish design complements the angles of the home’s architecture, while the
pool and landscape have also been created with the environment in mind.
“This pool is the result of meticulous planning and smart design. The brief was
to create an eye-catching deck area that allowed active use all year,” Sean says.
“Water-wise plants and mulch were incorporated into this ingenious energy
design, while the pool and gardens are all connected to tanks for pool top ups
and drip-feed irrigation.”
The pool and landscape were designed as part of an overall water-saving
system on the property. Any water runoff from the home is used to top up the
swimming pool and fill up storage water tanks.
Water catchment systems, including evaporation blankets and freshwater
chlorination systems were also used to ensure this Brisbane site does it share for
smart site sustainability, Sean says.
“We offer clients energy and water-wise designs that integrate contemporary
elements. These designs are a complete project for maximum continuity of flow
within the site. Malibu specialises in environmentally sustainable designs that
include all elements of the brief into the one project.”
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This pool and landscape package is another eye-catching creation by Malibu
Pools and Landscapes.
Designed by Sean Lynch to complement the architecture of the home, this
contemporary swimming pool’s design includes a soft, cascading water feature
and a shallow reflection pool.
Engineered for strength and longevity, the pool has been constructed following
extensive retaining wall work to enable this pool to be set at deck level.
For added effect, a wet edge has been used to bring waterflow towards the
eyeline, with water flowing over the edge into the shallow reflection pond located
between the pool and the home.
The pool and landscape have been constructed with the environment in mind.
Water tanks have been integrated for all irrigation of landscaping and turfed
areas, with evaporation blankets and freshwater chlorination systems installed
for sustainability.
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Malibu Pools & Landscapes (a division of The
Cannon group Australia Pty Ltd) has more
than 30 years of design and construction
experience, resulting in innovative, smart and
energy-efficient designs.
Malibu Pools’ managing architect,
Sean Lynch, offers clients unique
Queensland designs. Sean’s background in
environmental design allows for projects that
are water-wise and energy-efficient. These
design principles are utilised to create eyecatching pools and landscapes that work
with local environments.
Malibu Pools specialises in environmentally
sensitive creations, incorporating all elements
of the brief into the one project. Malibu
Pools has specialised architects and project
managers to offer package deals on all
projects in all environments.
The company also specialises in servicing
the individual. Each design reflects the
unique character of the client, the site and
the budget. Focusing on customer service,
Malibu Pools also offers clients a shopat-home service that provides convenient
individual decision making on design
elements such as fencing, coping, tiling and
pebble colours.
Malibu Pools has a company philosophy
that builds on customer service and
professional experience. This philosophy
is evident in the company’s high level of
customer satisfaction and repeat business
with a broadening client base.
Malibu Pools is the first company in
Queensland to offer a free six-month
pool service with every Malibu pool. This
complimentary service will allow you and
your family to enjoy your new poolside
lifestyle with peace of mind.
Malibu Pools offers a 10-year structural
guarantee on all its pools and a 20-year
guarantee on polished pebble.
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